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Welcome everyone to the second issue
of Global Industry Focus!
We have recently returned from attending the first largescale industry show since the Covid-19 pandemic disrupted
live events - productronica 2021, which welcomed 20,000
visitors from nearly 70 countries across the globe.
Feedback from the exhibition was overwhelmingly
positive and proved that in-person events are still critical to
the progress of the electronics industry who came together
to meet and network even during these challenging times.
As a publication that brings you a real focus on individual
companies and their staff, this issue is our opportunity to
deliver stories from industry leaders who in many cases
showcased new products and innovations in person for the
first time in many months.
We also have a report from the productronica organisers
themselves, who no doubt can be very satisfied with how
well the event was received, with higher than expected visitor
numbers once again enjoying face to face interaction. As the
organisers stated, “For our customers and business partners,
there is no alternative to personal contact. The industry lives
from this showcase of innovation.”
This issue features interviews from Siemens/Circuit Byte,
Humiseal, Electrolube, Europlacer, Koh Young and FUJI, as well
as links to many one-to ones with industry leaders filmed for
our WNIE TV channel - we hope that if you were not able to
attend productronica this year then you will enjoy catching
up on some of the news and developments reported.
We look forward to bringing you issue 3 of Global
Industry Focus in early 2022,
Kirsty Hazlewood
Editor
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Ecopac Power Ltd supplies over 10,000 different Mean Well AC-DC power supplies from
External to Open Frame, LED Drivers, LED Dimmable Drivers, DIN Rail to Battery
Chargers, DC-DC Converters to DC-AC Inverters. Our objective is to continue to offer
excellent products with outstanding value for money. with an unrivalled reputation for
service, technical backup, stock and delivery.

60 Watts External Power Supply
GST60 series: Single output power
supply with voltages available from 5
Volts up to 48 Volts

PRODUCTRONICA 2021
A welcome return to live events
There is no doubt that the last 2 years have been
challenging for so many of us. Being someone who has always
been associated to trade shows, both running them for more
than 2 decades, and using them as a key tool for networking
and promotion, it has been tough not seeing so many contacts
and friends.
Productronica 2021 was managed incredibly well by the
organisers, particularly with restrictions tightening in the
couple of weeks before the event was due to open.

200 Watts Enclosed Power Supply
RSP-200 series single output
enclosed power supply with 1U low

The exhibition was different, with everyone wearing FFP2
masks it wasn’t quite as easy to recognise people as quickly
or easily as before – also the ‘on stand networking’ was visibly
missing and no after event parties or celebrations. Saying
that, seeing people again and having that personal engagement
made other restrictions fade away.

profile of 30mm in height.

Safety first was a definite priority.

30 Watts DIN Rail Power Supply

100 Watts Open Frame

We spoke to many people, managed to deliver WNIE TV
and had feedback that although visitor numbers were lower
(and frankly that was quite a relief and added to everyone
feeling more comfortable), the people who did attend the
event were there with projects and business in the forefront
of their minds.

Power Supply
HDR-30 series: New generation 30
Watt ultra slim step shape DIN rail
power supplies.

EPP-100 series: 4" x 2" format ideal
for applications where space is at a
premium.

Offering the UK’s largest range of MEAN WELL AC-DC power supplies,
with products starting at 1 Watt and increasing to over 10,000 Watts.

As I write this note, we see another strain of COVID
emerging and I am grateful that we managed to have a safe
and successful Productronica. I am keeping my fingers
crossed that this latest bump in the COVID journey allows
us to enjoy more events in 2022 and that we get to see
everyone again at IPC Apex in January and SMT Connect in
May.

Claire Saunders
What’s New in Electronics

Please call 01844 204420 or email info@ecopacpower.co.uk for more information

PRODUCTRONICA 2021
WNIE TV Video interviews at Productronica

CIRCUIT BYTE/SIEMENS INTERVIEW

Interview with Kevin Decker-Weiss
Sales Director, Circuit Byte

Please give us an overview of Circuit Byte…
Circuit Byte is a 14 person company located just outside of
Frankfurt. The company does two things. Primarily, we are a software
developer, but we are also a sales partner for Siemens; known as a
Siemens Smart Expert Partner. Being a partner is the highest level of
technical expertise you can get for one or more Siemens products,
and this case, it’s the so-called Valor product line.
We’ve been selling Valor for 13 years as a Valor partner and we
kept hearing from customers, ‘that’s really a nice product, but it doesn’t
really address my biggest pain, which is quoting’ - sending quotations
for an EMS company for production.
Imagine I’m an EMS company. I am Celestica and my customer says,
‘I want you to build me 10,000 of these. Send me a quote’. They then

need to find the material, and how much the material and production
are going to cost. They need to get this into a quote and they need to
send it out. And they said, these quotes are a pain because they may
only get one out of 10.
Unfortunately 9 quotes out of 10 are “a waste of time”. They are
a necessary waste of time, but technically speaking, it is time that
nobody gets paid for. So if people are spending a week on them,
it really hurts. If we can get that down to a day, we’ve really got
something. So we said to our customers, unfortunately there is no
solution currently in the Valor product line. but we’ve got some pretty
smart guys on our payroll so let’s see what we can do.
What did you come up with?
We ended up developing a product called BOM Connector which
was very well received on the market. We got lots of customers very
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quickly at the beginning, mostly small EMS Companies. And then as
we built up a reputation, we started to get chosen by larger EMS
companies. Like for example, just a few months ago, a company called
KATEK which is probably the biggest, fastest growing EMS company in
central Europe. They are growing through a strategy of acquisition, so
they purchased small, independent EMS’s that were barely breaking even.
KATEK integrated them all and consolidated to use bulk purchasing to
get better prices, turning the around and making them profitable.
BOM Connector is ideal because we consolidate the most
important thing, the pricing of components. If you look at a quotation,
75% of the quotation is materials, which is huge. So BOM connector
was very successful before the pandemic, because this was a pain
point before the pandemic. We have now become more successful as a
result of the pandemic - we’re having our best year ever now because
the pain has grown substantially. The pandemic has certainly increased
the interest in supply chain optimisation tools - any tool that makes it
easier to find parts.
“Many years ago, I could say, I always get my Texas Instruments
parts from Avnet. They supply it on time. No problem. Suddenly I’m
hearing from Avnet. Sorry. We don’t have that. So, what do I do? Just
stop producing? No, I’ve got to check second source, third source and
even fourth source. Maybe the TI (Texas Instruments) part shouldn’t
be purchased. Maybe there’s one from ON semiconductor, which is
okay.
“So this is where we move from pure supply chain to component
engineering. If my supply chain says, ‘sorry, don’t have it, but I can offer
you this one’ then I need to make sure that ‘this one’ is good enough.
I need to link other sources of data like obsolescence portals, and
environmental portals, and I want one tool that can provide a result
from my supply chain check. All the results need to come into one
central database and that’s what we’re doing.”
Where is that data held?
Excellent question. BOM Connector is an on-premise solution.
Essentially all software these days gets divided into two generic
categories: on-premise solutions and cloud-based solutions. Our
solution is on-premise. So as far as that goes, we are a little bit old
school, and the reason we’re old school is that’s what our customers
want. What our customers are buying, and who they are buying it
from, how much they are paying for it and what they are charging their
customer, is probably the most sensitive data in the whole company
with the possible exception of employee health records.
Hence, do I really want to just stick it in some undefined cloud
where the developer of the software has total access to my data? If they
have access to my data, a lot of other people have access to my data,
and the big tech companies have done little to allay my fears regarding
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security. Not only have they not alleviated our fears, but sometimes it
almost seems like they’re going out of their way to stoke them.
So when I hear people say that the company’s customers are too
conservative, my reply would be no, they’re realistic. They’re able to
separate the hype from the reality. The hype of “Oh the cloud is great.
It’s what you need.” And then the reality of constant data breaches,
and which legal system is governing it. There’s this idea that European
customers are just so conservative. No. They simply see things for
what they are. Not everything that’s new needs to be rushed into blind.
It’s not conservative, it’s practical, Based on
experience actually.
If the customer says ‘I love AWS, I totally trust them’, then the
customer makes the decision. That’s our key to put his database in
AWS. We don’t make that decision for our customers. It’s not our job
to make that decision. Not even we, as the supplier of the software can
get into our customer’s database. The customer has the total upper
hand. This is a very important part of our technical model and also
our business model that’s an absolute distinction, because if customers
say I’m looking for a cloud-based, portal solution, we say, that’s not us,
that’s not what we do. It also gives us a lot more commercial flexibility
because a web-based solution can only be paid per month, pay per day,
paid per use, you can’t buy it.
Customers are able to purchase our product. They want to know
that we can never turn it off. A web solution can be turned off and

here we get now back to the political thing. Is there anybody naive
enough to say president Donald Trump would never have thought about
doing such a thing? Of course he would. In the event of trade troubles
with the European Union, you could totally imagine a headline that says
“Donald Trump threatens to close the cloud to Europeans.”
The customer decides what happens to his data, where it goes and who
has access to it. This gives another level of security and confidence.
Now to tighten out the Siemens connection a little bit. We resell
Valor for Siemens. We were getting a lot of customers buying both,
and it was only a matter of time before Siemens started noticing, ‘Hey,
this seems to really give value to the Valor solution. Why don’t we talk
about an OEM contract so that we can sell BOM Connector to our
customers? We’re going to call it Valor BOM connector, but it’s the
same exact software.’
We don’t have an extra special version for Siemens, it’s the same
thing.Valor BOM Connector is a pure marketing name, it is BOM
Connector, and that’s what they sell for us. It provides us with the
big advantage of getting a footprint beyond what we, as a 14-person
German company, could ever get.
We now have four customers signed on just in the last six months,
new customers in South Africa. Through Siemens, we also have our
first customers in China. We didn’t even know where to start, so it
gave us enhanced marketing and a certain leverage to say that clearly
the product is good and works, if Siemens is putting their name behind
it. Also, there was a certain injection of cash, which was nice, but it had
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to make sense, we didn’t want to mortgage our future. More exciting
for us was the injection of marketing and the fact that it is a Siemens
approved solution. And their faith in Circuit Byte. It’s a very nice bidirectional arrangement. Circuit Byte sells Siemens software, Siemens
sells Circuit Byte software.
When did this happen?
Last year. It’s within the last 13 months that this has happened
within the teeth of the pandemic.
So tell me about that, was the pandemic a motivating
part or was it going to happen anyway?
It would have happened, though I don’t think it would have
happened as fast if not. I can’t say it would not have happened if I
hadn’t been for the pandemic, but I doubt if we would have signed the
deal when we did, because we had been talking for a while and all of a
sudden it happened. I am convinced that it definitely accelerated things.
It brought the issue to the forefront. It focused attention for sure.
From experience of years of doing this kind of stuff,
you get a feel for it, don’t you? So what does the future
hold?
We’re going to keep doing what we’re doing. It’s working. Though
there is no doubt that at some point the cloud will be as ubiquitous
as a wildfire so we do have a cloud strategy for the future, how
we’re going to do it, and how we’re going to address concerns that
customers will have. That definitely is part of the future. No doubt.
Is it fair to say that as you know about those potential
fears and lack of patrol groups and security issues, that it
gives you a better insight into providing a better solution?
Absolutely. I mean, if you don’t know your customer’s hopes
and fears, you can’t address either one of them. We have a very big
customer base and we talk to them and we work with them and we
hear what they need and what they want. Now that our customers
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are getting more and more spread out over different countries, our
viewpoint has changed from just ‘this is what the German customers
want’. We now need to balance that, and find out what do the
American customers want, and what are their hopes and fears?
We don’t want to be a local niche tool. We want to be more. And
so that’s part of it. The distributors are improving their connection
capabilities, for example, a lot of distributors, not only can you check
price and availability, but you can actually send an order via API. So in
one step you can say they got it, I liked the price. Buy it.
It’s really nice to speed up that whole process because it takes 48
hours to get an order process through my ERP system. If I can order it
the minute I see it’s there, that gives a new meaning to just in time.

a really interesting analysis could tell me what I
should do tomorrow. For example, I think the
price of product X is going to go up. So order
it now. I think the price of product X is going
down. So wait a couple of weeks - that would
be the ultimate development in forecasting
predictions and trends.
I need to know what I did yesterday. I need
to know what’s going on today and that can
help make my decision for tomorrow.

You’ve obviously got a development roadmap,
presumably in your mind as to what other bits you’re
going to add, because this seems to have manifested
itself from something that didn’t exist?
Now it does.
And now you’ve got the Siemens tie-up. So we’ve got
this huge global reach and a bit of cloud. Do you have
plans to enhance the product? Are
there any major milestones coming up?
One of the biggest major milestones is
absolutely to say, okay, so I’m gathering a lot
of pricing data - a lot. I am gathering all of
this data, price, availability, etc. The BOM
Connector database is getting pretty robust.
I want to be able to use that data to do
predictive stuff. So artificial intelligence on
top of the database can allow me to make
really good decisions. I always say the link
to the ERP system shows me what I did
yesterday, whereas our real-time links
show me what is happening today. And
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FUJI INTERVIEW AT PRODUCTRONICA 2021

Fuji Interview

With Klaus Gross and Stefan Janssen

Stefan Janssen,
Assistant General Manager

Watch the interview on WNIE TV

FIND OUT MORE AT FUJI-EURO.DE

Klaus, I understand a big announcement has been
made at Fuji, can you give us a brief overview of that
announcement and how Stefan is involved?
Klaus - Let me start by saying that this is my last productronica
show, and I will give you a little bit of background as to why. 30 years
ago, in June 1992, I started working for Fuji. During this 30 years, I’ve
had many jobs, starting out as a sales engineer, and then working
different roles in key accounts, but since 2012, I have had the position
of managing director, and over the last 10 years, the Fuji business has
grown a lot, almost every year apart from 2020 in which, for obvious
reasons, we didn’t grow.
In general we have almost doubled turnover since 2012, and we’ve
also doubled the number of employees, which I count as a big success
in my Fuji life. However my Fuji working life will come to an end in
March of next year.
One of my last big tasks will be the opening of a branch office in
the UK, so Fuji will now be directly represented in the UK market. I
hope to complete this project before I leave. For this reason, I now
need a successor and I’m very proud to announce that this will be
Stefan Janssen. Stefan is highly capable and has my full confidence in
taking on the role.
Stefan - Thank you Klaus, I am very much looking forward to taking
on the role. Klaus has done an excellent job, during his time at Fuji
we also established a new building in Kelsterbach. My target will be to
build the company successfully in the same way Klaus has done and
we’re looking forward to a bright future for Fuji.
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Stefan, how has your previous experience brought you
to where you are today and why have you been chosen
for the role?
I started working for Fuji in 1993, so I am not a newcomer! I
started working on the technical side, in a number of positions, and
then moved over to the commercial and sales side. I currently work
as assistant manager to Klaus and this has been my role for the last 15
years. I am familiar with many of the tasks that Klaus already handles,
so the changeover should be fairly seamless meaning that we can
concentrate on the business.
Klaus - There will be no change for our customer base, and if we
didn’t inform our customers of the handover then no-one would know
the difference! Stefan looks forward to taking over the role on the 1st
April 2022.

Klaus Gross,
Managing Director

Congratulations on your appointment Stefan!
FUJI EUROPE CORPORATION GmbH, based in Germany (Kelsterbach),
has been operating in the European market since 1991 as a direct subsidiary
of the Japanese group FUJI CORPORATION. FUJI offers highly innovative
solutions in the fields of placement, printing, robotics, die bonding and material
logistics systems. The focus of FUJI placement machines is on the demands for
automation, digitalization and flexibilization of processes in favor of the smart
factory. The group has become a true global player in the market for electronic
placement systems.
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ELECTROLUBE

PCB AUTOPSY

PCB Autopsy – Pre and Post
Coating Variables That Cause
Board Failure
Author: Phil Kinner, Electrolube’s Global
Business & Technical Director for Conformal
Coatings

Conformal coatings are widely used in high reliability and safety critical
applications, where the impact of electronic failure can have very
serious consequences including loss of life. To ensure a conformal
coating meets the desired requirements, coated assemblies need to be
exposed to a range of environments via appropriate test conditions
to establish the performance range and limitations. Basic tests include
electrical performance and accelerated humidity testing, whereas
advanced testing can imitate severe conditions such as salt mist,
temperature extremes or rapid environmental changes. Conformal
coatings are designed to protect PCBs and ensure that they work
efficiently in their end-use environment. However, there are instances
where boards may not perform adequately or may even fail entirely
despite being coated, which in turn produces an expensive, timeconsuming nightmare that also impacts on your reputation. Phil Kinner,
Electrolube’s Global Business & Technical Director for Conformal
Coatings, explores why testing is so important and examines different
variables that can cause board failure.
As electronics evolve to do more in an ever smaller footprint,
the chance of failures increase more and more. As components get
smaller and pitches become ever finer, many designs are getting closer
and closer to design rule limits and sometimes even challenging the
limits of manufacturability. It stands to reason, that the more designers
push the boundaries, the chance of failure increases dramatically.
In addition to design related failure issues, the closer proximity of
components due to the higher density inherently makes the hardware
more vulnerable to corrosion, which is a complicated, diffusion
controlled, electro-chemical process that takes place on an exposed
metal surface, in the presence of water and ionic contaminants.
Cleaning prior to conformal coating will go a long way to removing
conditions for corrosion, enabling a more efficient coating process
to increase the insulation resistance in these sensitive designs and
mitigate against the effects of the operating environment on failure.
As PCBs are highly complex, there are so many variables that can
potentially cause board failure. Some failure mechanisms occur slowly,
which can help with detection, maintenance and even repair, however,
with a sudden and unanticipated failure mechanism, complete PCB
failure is often more likely. When a PCB fails despite being coated
first, the chances are that there were problematic conditions already
prevailing on the PCB prior to the conformal coating process, further
still, the coating itself could have been inappropriate or the coating
method deployed was not suitable for the application. Equally, there
are many other threats to a PCB’s success, which include applying
conformal coating to components and surfaces that have not been
cleaned prior to coating, electro static discharge or even potentially
poor construction of the unit itself.
The first and most critical procedure to employ is to carry out
an inspection prior to coating. This is essential because it validates
the overall quality of the PCB, ensuring it is fit for purpose and in
keeping with customer specifications. Inspection at this stage is also
paramount in detecting any conditions that could potentially cause
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board failure such as component failure, insufficient board thickness
and loose connections that impact on connectivity. Conformal coatings
do have their limitations and contaminants present on the surface
prior to coating will be sealed in by the operation and may cause long
term problems – such contaminants might include fingerprints, flux
residues and moisture as well as other atmospheric pollutants. Boards
should always be cleaned and dried before conformal coating to obtain
optimum performance. Even when using so-called no-clean fluxes,
cleaning boards before coating helps to increase performance and
reliability.
Another renowned enemy of PCBs and components is heat. During
operation, the materials within the PCB will undergo a wide range of
temperature changes and each component has a specified range of
heat that it can absorb, largely dependent on its size and shape. Higher
power, greater density electronics produce more heat and excessive
heat can cause significant mechanical stress that can impact on solder
connections and burn out components. It is essential to manage heat
transfer efficiently to increase the lifetime of the device and prevent
failure. Overheating not only accelerates failure mechanisms but can
also cause devices to become too hot to handle and, in some cases,
present a fire risk.
In addition to the issues surrounding heat, the continuing drive
towards miniaturisation means that we don’t have space for multiple
boards, and there is an increase in the number of designs utilising
mixed technologies where analog, digital, and RF circuits are closely
combined with high voltage circuits, it becomes increasingly difficult
to satisfy both clearance and creepage design requirements. Even very
slight changes in the environment, whether it is an increase in dust,
higher humidity, water-splash or exposure to potentially corrosive
gaseous materials can be enough to take an otherwise safe, functional
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design outside of safe operating clearance and creepage, and cause
performance failures.
Other contributing factors to board and component failure
include poor solder joints, unconsumed or superfluous flux and tin
whiskers. Cold solder joints, which occur when the solder fails to melt
entirely during assembly, produce poor surface-mount connections
that burn components and create power problems. Left over flux can
also contribute to corrosion, due to its absorption of moisture, and
produce short circuits and damage to components. Tin whiskers also
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cause short circuits. Conformal coatings can normally combat the
formation of tin whiskers during operation, but are less effective when
whiskers exist already within the assembly prior to coating. In general,
the level of mitigation provided depends more on coating coverage
than the properties of the coating, although there is some equivocal
data that harder and tougher coatings provide more mitigation, but this
must be balanced with an increased impact on the life of the solder
joint. Overall, focussing on achieving 100% coverage of metal surfaces
is likely to be a more efficient mitigation strategy.
Trace damage can occur from power surges, lightning strikes and
overheating. Damage to the silver or copper conductive pathways
can normally be seen with the naked eye, but this is not always the
case. Trace damage causes considerable issues with conductivity,
components and the reliability of the device. Fortunately, trace damage
is normally detected and remedied during the initial inspection as it is
visually very apparent.
Whilst this is not an exhaustive list of every single factor that
contributes to PCB failure, it should help to provide a comprehensive
overview of key elements to look out for. Lastly, the design itself
could be responsible for PCB failure. To increase the lifetime of the
board, it is imperative to ensure that the appropriate components and
materials have been selected, the board layout is sufficient and the
design is verified for its specific requirements. Design is also important
in determining the appropriate coating application methodology and
therefore the cycle times and the costs involved. Some simple things,
like trying to keep connectors or other no-coat areas on the same
edge of the assembly, can make a huge difference to the ease of coating
an assembly, the cost of coating that assembly and, of course, the
overall reliability of the assembly.
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PCB Autopsy – Pre and Post Coating
Variables That Cause Board Failure

PCB malfunction post coating

There are a number of variables that could be responsible for a
malfunctioning printed circuit board following the coating process.
Generally, the results could indicate poor product selection and/
or application, or some underlying problem arising from insufficient
surface preparation or some chemical activity going on beneath the
coating that is entirely unrelated to the coating chemistry. Poorly
performing coatings risk loss of insulation at the PCB surfaces
when water condenses in combination with ionic impurities to
form conductive pathways between PCB tracks. Without doubt,
condensation can severely test the insulation resistance of a coating.
There are many coating products that resist these sorts of conditions,
so this type of problem can be avoided by making an appropriate
material selection at the outset.
If the coating has not cured properly, it will not be able to develop
its protective properties to the full. In this incidence, the application
process is to blame. Correct application is a pre-requisite to coating
success and by achieving this, a whole raft of problems can also be
solved in one hit. For instance, poor coverage, insufficient thickness
and sharp edge coverage can be difficult to achieve with many
coatings and it can be hard to ensure sufficient thickness in these
areas to maintain protection. A combination of material selection and
application technique/workmanship will remedy these sorts of issues.
The IPC specification allows a dry film thickness of between 30 and
130 microns, the greater thickness being achieved by the application
of multiple coating layers. Trying to achieve a 130 micron dry film
thickness from a single selective-coating process with a solvent-based
acrylic material, for instance, is a recipe for a disaster, likely to result
in excessive bubble formation, film shrinkage, coating de-lamination
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and additional stress on components. The result is poorer protection,
rather than an improved overall level of circuit protection. Aiming for
a uniform 30-50 microns and focusing on achieving perfect coverage
at each application is a much better approach to improving the
protection of electronic circuits.
Achieving the correct coating thickness is important; bear in mind
that if the coating is too thick it can lead to entrapment of solvents
in areas where the coating does not fully cure. Similarly, it can cause
the coating to crack as it cures, or even cause cracking of the coated
components themselves, or as the result of changes in temperature, or
due to mechanical shock and vibration. The number one determinant
of success for coating reliability lies in the application. Often a poor
material applied well can be just as good or sometimes better than a
material with great properties that is applied badly. Coating is about
getting sufficient coverage of the sharp edges and metal surfaces
without applying the material too thickly elsewhere. Of course, some
materials ‘apply better’ than others and make this process as easy and
foolproof as possible; but in the end, the performance of liquid applied
coatings will always be determined by how well they were applied.
Large arrays of discrete components also represent a massive
coating challenge due to the high levels of capillary forces present
and the result is often quite disastrous, with areas of no coverage/
protection on the board and conversely areas of excessive thickness
prone to stress-cracking, de-lamination and other coating defects.
Ultimately this will lead to premature failure of the assemblies and
should be avoided if at all possible!
There may also be an unexpected interaction with some other
process material used to prepare/build the PCB. Flux residues are
particularly illustrative of this type of problem. In a ‘no-clean’ process,
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for example, these can inhibit the cure of some types of coating or
lead to a loss of insulation of the system, greater than either material
in isolation. Unless there has been meticulous attention to preparation
or pre-coat cleaning regimes, corrosive residues bridging the PCB’s
conducting tracks can, over time, cause failures. And while the coating
may delay failure for many years, at some point failure will inevitably
happen.
The greatest test of conformal coating’s performance is posed
during power-up under wet conditions, whether this is due to
condensation, immersion or salt-spray. Water with soluble impurities
is electrically conductive and, finding any weak spots in a coating, will
eventually leading to short-circuits at the PCB surface. In order to
provide protection in these circumstances, it is essential to achieve
100% defect-free coverage of the PCB’s metal surfaces, and this
poses a real challenge for both the material itself and the application
process. Fortunately, a new class of two-part conformal coating
materials dubbed ‘2K’ enable a much greater thickness and perfect
application coverage to be achieved, resulting in a far higher level of
protection. The superior performance advantages of Electrolube’s
2K coating materials, which combine the tough, resistant properties
of an encapsulation resin with the easy application of a coating, have
been positively demonstrated in three of the harshest tests that these
materials can be subjected to, including powered condensation testing
and powered immersion testing in salt-water.

Conclusion

PCBs are the life force of all electronic devices that we rely on
every day, from smart phones, tablets, PCs and laptops to street
lighting, TVs, refrigerators, microwaves and cars. When a PCB fails it can
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be enormously disruptive and in cases such as aerospace applications,
it can be critical. Therefore, the materials selected to protect electronic
assemblies can literally make or break a printed circuit board,
particularly if it is required to endure substantial physical shock and
thermal cycles. Pre and post coating inspections and tests are essential
to ensure that the PCB will perform reliably and increase its lifetime,
particularly if the PCB is destined to operate in a harsh environment.
Select the appropriate material for the protection required, apply and
cure it well. Check for interactions with other process chemistries
and thoroughly clean the assembly prior to coating. If possible, spend
time simplifying the coating process at the design stage. By the simple
action of placing as many connectors and components that must not
be coated, as possible along one edge of the assembly, the conformal
coating application process will be simplified. PCB failures can
unfortunately occur following the application of a conformal coating
but the positive news is that failure can be prevented with systematic
pre-coat inspections, correct material selection/application method and
further rigorous post-coating tests.

electrolube.com

Phil Kinner
Electrolube’s Global Business & Technical
Director for Conformal Coatings
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A total of 894 exhibitors from 36 countries and about 20,000 visitors from nearly 70
countries attended this year’s edition of the world’s leading trade fair for electronics
development and production. The share of international visitors among all visitors
was around 60 percent in spite of all the restrictions.

Productronica was held on the fairgrounds of Messe
München on November 16—19 in observance of strict
hygienic rules: Exhibitors were required to be recovered
from a COVID-19 infection, be vaccinated or have a
negative PCR test result. Visitors had to be either
recovered or vaccinated.
The Top 10 visitor countries after Germany were (in this order):
Italy, France, Austria, Switzerland, Poland, Israel, Spain, Turkey, Great
Britain and Northern Ireland and the Netherlands.
Dr. Reinhard Pfeiffer, Deputy CEO of Messe München, expressed his
satisfaction with the trade fair: “We are really very happy that we
could hold productronica as an in-person event. As you might expect,
this year’s exhibition turned out to basically be Europe’s leading trade
fair. But its appeal extended well beyond the region of Germany,
Austria and Switzerland, as the large number of visitors from Italy,
France, Israel and Turkey demonstrated.” Barbara Müller, the Exhibition
Director of productronica, added: “productronica underscored its
position as a leading trade fair for the industry.”
Exhibitors agree: attendance more important than ever

Elaborating on his experience with the in-person event, he added:
“For our customers and business partners, there is no alternative
to personal contact. The industry lives from this showcase of
innovation. Considering the current pandemic situation, we think
the trade fair was a complete success.” Thilo Brückner, the CEO of
EMINT productronic, a trade association of the German Mechanical
Engineering Industry Association, expressed his satisfaction with the
event: “productronica was a very successful trade fair for EMINT and
its members.Visitors, many of whom came from European countries
outside Germany, had specific projects in mind and showed just
how important in-person trade fairs are.” Volker Pape, a co-founder
and member of the Supervisory Board at Viscom AG, stressed one
other point: “We are happy that we could meet face to face with
our customers once again and make live presentations of Viscom
technology, even amid all of the restrictions. productronica proved its
importance as a leading trade fair even in these times. The number of
visitors was certainly below the levels seen during ‘normal’ times, but it
was still much higher than expected.”

productronica Innovation Award
For the fourth time, Messe München joined with the publishing
company Hüthig Verlag to present the productronica Innovation
Award. The 60 nominations for the award, the winners of which
are traditionally honored on the first day of the trade fair,
demonstrated that the industry possesses an immense amount of
ingenuity even amid today’s unsettled times.

* Cluster “Cables, Coils & Hybrids”: Schleuniger AG
* Cluster “Future Markets”: Koh Young Europe GmbH
* Cluster “Inspection & Quality”: Alfamation S.p.A.
* Cluster “PCB & EMS”: IO Tech
* Cluster “Semiconductor”: AP&S International GmbH
* Cluster “SMT”: SMT Maschinen- und Vertriebs GmbH & Co. KG

Rainer Kurtz, the Chairman of the Advisory Board for productronica
and the CEO of Kurtz Holding, agreed with Barbara Müller:
“productronica demonstrated once again that it is actually something
more than the leading trade fair for electronics production.”
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Harald Eppinger, General Manager, Koh Young

FIND OUT MORE AT KOHYOUNG.COM
How has your company navigated the negative effects
of the pandemic?
I would say we had quite an interesting learning experience during
the pandemic. It had never happened before, so there was no existing
model to overcome it. We adapted our office early on so that we could
easily work remotely, but more importantly we were not hit as hard as
expected due to the sound infrastructure of our distributor network.
When we founded in 2009, we established local distributors in nearly
every country, to overcome the language barrier, logistics, and everything
that is related to business execution. It turned out that this was a very
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wise decision, and helped us to do business during Covid because
despite the travel bans and border closures, we were still able to ship
machines so that local distributors could maintain their businesses.
So yes, I have to say that while we have been hurt due to lower
investment, at the end of the day, we have not suffered too much. In
addition, knowledge improvement; the way we deliver training now, via
webinars, has also increased our capability and increased our overall
performance and this is what our customers expect.
Out of this, technology has also changed because we have seen how
significant new technologies such as e-vehicles, next generation smart
phones andTVs, have answered the different needs in the market. The
e-vehicle now has even more electronics inside, coming from industrial
automation, and high power management, all these different things in the
car, and there is a need to protect these electronics from the outside
environment. The conformal coating process therefore becomes a new
priority and based on our 3D technology we can deliver a methodology
which can measure the thickness of transparent material which was not
available before. This improves technology; because of the feedback to
the machinery we can improve the process. The methodology of Koh
Young is that we are utilising 3D for measurement and going further.
The other part of the story is that at the last productronica show 2
years ago we introduced an application for semiconductors, however at
that time, everybody was happy to buy semiconductors from Asia, but
now of course there is a big change. Two years ago there was limited
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interest for this product, but now we’ve seen a huge interest because
everybody knows that the supply chain solution we currently have is
not a solid one and it’s quite risky.
We had to relaunch our products to show the market that we
are quite good at advanced packaging, we can serve our customers if
the production is re-shored, this is currently happening, production
is moving towards Europe and America, and we can now capitalise
on this with our machines. We already see that business in Asia has a
huge impact in our business, but now we can utilise it also in Europe.
Our customers really appreciate these kinds of services.
Our comfort zone is of course the classic PCB manufacturing
process, SPI, pre reflow, post reflow, with the umbrella of the smart
factory solution we have visibility in the current quality processes
and how to improve them. But that was a closed cycle environment
and with the development of all the machines which are around this
inner cycle, inspection (as I mentioned) conformal coatings, and semi
conductors are expanding the business. And now we see that Europe
will get stronger and we’ll keep core technology in Europe and I think
we will be ready to serve these customers.

addressed its specific needs. Headquarters gave us the freedom to
serve our customers in a European style, and gave the American
office the freedom to serve in an American style, which was
important to address cultural differences and the local needs of the
market. As the face for Europe I can support and implement the
necessary things to take care of our customers and I think this is a
very good thing.
Absolutely. Thank you very much.

So you’ve seen growth and new developments as well
as demonstrating resilience….
I would say from our point of view we utilised the time during
the pandemic very well, we listened to the European market, and
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HUMISEAL INTERVIEW AT PRODUCTRONICA 2021

Interview with David Greenman
Director at Humiseal Europe

FIND OUT MORE AT HUMISEAL.COM

How have you found the
productronica show from a
Humiseal point of view?
We’re pleased. Coming in we were
quite concerned as to the attendance, but
what we’ve found is that the people that
have come to the stand have come here
with a specific product in mind, or a specific
mission. We’ve had some good quality
enquiries.Volume may be down, but the
quality is there.
That’s what we’re hearing, you’ve
got the quality, maybe not so much
the quantity, but people are here

for a reason….what have you been
displaying at the show?
We’ve been promoting some modified
products, some updated products, updated
from a point of view of sustainability, we’ve
got a new version of our UV40, which is
called UV40 LED. The thing to remember
with UV40, even though it was developed in
2005, launched in 2006, 50% of the material
in there is sustainable. With the new LED
cure, that means we’re using less energy than
we would with arc or microwave curing, so
we’re quite pleased with that, we have a new
version of our UV500, the 500-2 which has
been specifically developed with automotive

You mentioned the nano coatings
to me briefly?
I have my own personal opinions
about nano coatings, they are excellent at
repelling water, but they have very poor mar
resistance. And that’s how they’re being sold,
the fact that you can coat everything and
then you push your connector on, it scrapes
off the coating, and you get your contact.
But frankly, if you move the board around, if
you touch the board in an inappropriate way,
you’re going to possibly move that coating,
it’s also down at micron level, so from a
personal point, not necessarily Humiseal’s,
they are not considered to be a true
conformal coating, in a sense.

in mind, its thermal cycle is -40 to +150,
it’s got more flexibility, and again it cures
without using arc or microwave.
What’s it been like to have face to
face contact again? I’ve certainly
missed it!
Absolutely. The last 18 months, two
years has really been quite hard, despite
having teams meetings and all the rest of it,
there’s nothing like face to face talk.You can
see expressions, you can judge and it’s just
great. It’s not just the show meetings, one
that but it’s the evenings, when you meet up
with clients and colleagues and talk things

Thank you very much David.

through. You can get a lot more done and
it’s a lot more pleasureable!
Who are your favourite people that
you’ve seen so far at the show?
I think first off it’s been face to face
meetings with our distributors. We have
over 30 distributors around Europe,
dedicated to each country so that the
distributor knows the language, knows the
customs and therefore can interface better
with the clients, so that’s been a pleasure
to see everybody again. And also to meet
friends from other industries, it was lovely
to see Tom from Kyzen. He’s over from
America, our friends at Zestron, in Europe,
my chief chemist, Chris Brightwell has been
working on a project looking at compatibility
of coatings with clean and no clean and that’s
been a very enlightening project, which has
been presented at SMTA recently and can be
seen online.
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EUROPLACER PRODUCTRONICA 2021

Interview with Francois Erceau

FIND OUT MORE AT EUROPLACER.COM

Group Strategy & Marketing Officer
How has productronica 2021 been for Europlacer?
The productronica 2022 event has been good for us as a company,
surprisingly good. Unfortunately we have had a number of people who
couldn’t attend the show due to Covid-19 and the related restrictions
in their areas, but the bottom line is that we have welcomed very good
quality visitors to our booth.
On a positive note, everyone that did make it has been working on
projects including upgrading their lines, purchasing new equipment,
opening new facilities, and on-shoring - replacing activities that were
previously run in other areas, primarily in Asia. This reflects that there
is, in fact, great momentum in the industry. We also have a number of
contacts from our software and hardware partners, and everybody
is of the opinion that it has been a great show, with good attendance,
good quality visitors, good contacts, as well as good short and mid
term projects in the pipeline.
As a company, we foresee a great 2022 on the demand side, and we
will work hard to make sure the supply side is also in line with demand,
which remains a concern. However, we think there is a solution to be
found, and we anticipate that the next 12 months will be great for the
business.

How do you see the trends developing?
Europlacer is a major player in Pick and Place and what we’re seeing again
and again is an increased appetite for Industry 4.0, smart manufacturing,
the industry of the future; however it is described these days.
Europlacer has been at the forefront alongside IPC, of providing machines
which make the standards for interoperability, to lead, transform and
modernise the electronics manufacturing industry. This means we now
have full connectivity between machines across the line which opens
a lot of possibilities and checks, using the data to make the line more
intelligent and more productive, and also offering full transparency
regarding what’s happening in terms of volume, focus and quality.
In addition, we are also encountering many questions on this subject
- such as ‘what does it mean?’, and ‘what does the IPC CFX protocol
bring?’ and we’re seeing our customers; line operators, line managers, and
company owners more and more interested in the answers because they
can see the benefits. In addition they also see their end users requiring
these solutions and requesting to be industry 4.0 ready. So, that’s the
biggest trend we’ve seen. We expected it but it’s definitely now been
confirmed - with every single customer talking about it.
Find out more at europlacer.com
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The rise of the augmented AI component counting and managing
During the revolution of industry 4.0, among the fully automatic
robots, material management remains an enclave populated still
by humans. That is the component counting, sorting, and storing.
Component counting is nothing new. For years, management has been
trying to improve the process by eliminating the labor and automating
the process.
Main current issues:

The X-ray source is considered a spotlight source. The cone beam
from the focal spot creates a paradox distortion on the outer radius
of the reel. Therefore the images of the components are convoluted.
One image can produce over a dozen algorithms, but how does the
computer find the correct one to use? That is where AI will come
into play. The AI deconvoluted the overlapping images, searched for a
known pattern, and counted the matching algorithm. Below it is the
counting results. The process usually takes 300ms.

software will crop it, straighten it out, and prepare it for reading.
Here is an example of captured image:

• Difficulties locating components
• Human errors in components issuing
• Stocks expiration, salvation component
• Components exposed to humidity and air
• Missing expensive components
• Misplaced components
• No traceability when mistakes happen
These problems need to be dealt with manually and have been the
roots of many problems.
To deal with issues, the pioneers of the SMT industry started to
implement Smart Counting and Storage Solutions. Factories worldwide
have been implementing machine learning storage solutions, such as
smart racks, managed through networked computer systems.

However, they are both on wheels, can be placed anywhere on the
production floor, with connections to the central system both wire
or wirelessly. The porter rack is designed with a battery to ensure
constant connection during transport. However, it can be used as a
stationary combination rack as well.

Here is another example of counting a complex reel.

However, for a new reel without a company internal label, the rules
are most likely unknown. AI prevails in performing such tasks. A trained
AI finds the label, reads it, categorizes the reading results based on
templates, and even reads date code by OCR.

Each production line must address three challenges.  
1. Components must be recounted on their way back to the
warehouse ERP or EMS systems.

Once the AI software successfully reads the label, the label results
need to be uploaded to the central system. There are two options,
real-time mode or batch mode. The following diagram shows the
typical flow of most customers, but customization is always available.

2. Incoming materials must be scanned and entered into the system,
preferably with UID  
(Unique identification)
3. Where are they stored?
Challenge 1, counting component with X-ray:
Here, we only discuss the modern way of using X-ray machines to
count the components.
The technique applied to acquire the X-ray image of a reel, a tray, or
a tube (we will only use reels for the remaining article), is not different
from the chest X-ray machines.
The following are a few pictures of the x-ray images of some reels
and a tray.

The x-ray counter sometimes has an internal camera to read the
barcode. After the camera deciphers the barcode, the computer
uploads the barcode information, such as the UID. Along with the
quantity to the central system and print label, instructed by the central
system. Some companies do not require new labels anymore because
the UID and real-time tracking system are sufficient.

Challenge 2, Incoming material processing
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When receiving the reels, trays, and other components, whether
new or consigned, the factory must register them into the system. The
current process usually involves scanning the label manually. However,
here we are going to discuss how to handle this automatically with the
high-resolution optical system. The barcode camera system must have
a large field of view (up to 15in radius), a high depth of field (up to
80mm), and high pixel counts. Once the camera locates the label, the
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There are several advantages of implementing Smart Racks.
• Inform the central system where the reels are.
• Inform the system of unauthorized removal of the reels.
• Once receive a work order, light up the LED to show the reels needed
• Multi-color LED for several kitting jobs simultaneously
• Once a component is lower than the minimum level, the system will
receive a request to replenish the rack
• FIFO, or the reels with less quantity first Etc.
To summarize, there are solutions, either semi-automatically or
automatically, from label scanning, X-ray counting to Smart Storage.
Companies considering implementing this must internally layout the
process unambiguously and consult with the supplier about it. The
integration process could be time-consuming and sometimes takes
weeks.
Some code writing could begin even before the order is placed, but
final finishing will always require onsite cooperation once machines are
linked to the central system. If the customer does not have an internal
software programmer to write the codes, such as matching the PO
number on the label to the internal PO number, Scienscope does
provide a customization system with a reasonable fee to speed up the
process.

For the camera to read the barcode, the camera first takes a
picture of it, enhances the contrast, and then sends it to the computer
for processing. The computer algorithm can read 1D, 2D, data matrix,
and OCR (optical character recognition). So the information, including
the date code (usually printed as a number instead of barcode), can
be read. The information then must be separated into the correct
catalog based on the barcode rule. If the barcode rules do not exist,
the computer can use a customed template to separate the barcodes
based on the barcode sequence.
We will discuss this next since the barcode reading and MES
integration is the same as the incoming material processing.

We will not use the easy ones, such as 0402, 0201. We are using a
more difficult connector reel and a tray here as examples.

There are typically two ways of deciphering the barcode, either by
barcode rule or AI teaching.
If barcode rules are known, the computer can categorize the reading
by criteria, such as Name, Numeric Only, MinLength, MaxLength, Match
Index, Match Content, Prefix String, Contain String, among others.

About Scienscope International

Challenge 3, Where are they?
Now, the reels are counted, the labels are scanned, data is uploaded
to the central system. However, where are they? Implementing a
Smart Storage system will help keep track of every component coming
in and out of the warehouse. While being called Smart Racks, they are
racks with sensors and color LED lights.

Scienscope was founded in 1994 to meet the growing need for
reliable and affordable general-purpose optical and video inspection
solutions for the electronics and PCB industries. The company began
with basic stereo zoom microscopes used for SMT inspection and
rework of circuit boards and electromechanical assemblies with a
commitment to quality, value, and support. Over the past 25 years,
Scienscope has evolved to become a complete inspection solution
provider, offering both offline and inline X-Ray systems,Video
coordinate measurement systems,Video inspection systems, and
microscopes to meet a wide variety of applications and manufacturing
quality requirements.

Here are two pictures of the racks, on the left, the Porter Rack, and
on the right, the Station Rack.
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Nordson Dage
Todd O’Neil, Business Development Manager

Nordson Corporation is a global designer and
manufacturer of innovative precision technologies for
critical customer applications in consumer, medical,
electronics and industrial end markets. The company’s
products are supported by application expertise and
direct global sales and service. We recently met with
Todd O’Neil, Business Development and Sales Manager
specifically for the Nordson Assure product line, to find
out more about Nordson, its notable achievements and
future plans.
For readers unfamiliar with Nordson TEST &
INSPECTION, can you briefly describe it? How does this
division fit into the Nordson company?
As you know, Nordson is a global company involved in many
different industries from medical to electronics, materials and more.
We are leaders in many industries including our ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS, which includes subgroups such as
Nordson ELECTRONICS SOLUTIONS, which is what we consider
our “Build-in-Quality” segment, and TEST & INSPECTION (T&I), which
we consider our “Verify Quality” segment. Within the T&I group we
offer ACCOUSTIC products, OPTICAL products, Bond testing and
Material products, X-ray detectors and sources and, of course, the
Assure X-ray component counting systems which we are discussing
today.
We understand that you work
primarily with the Nordson
Assure products. What is this
division’s role under the TEST
& INSPECTION umbrella?
A high percentage of TEST &
INSPECTION customers are building
circuit boards and other electronic
assemblies. The Nordson products
within the TEST & INSPECTION group
are used to verify quality as mentioned
above. Most are verifying quality on
electronic assemblies, which have
electronic components. With such
shortages of electronic components,
it is critical to have complete control
of your component inventory during
the process of building these products.
The Assure counts components very
quickly and accurately with much less
handling, compared to the old way
of manually counting or not counting
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at all. It will update
ERP, storage towers
and/or racks, and
will give you peace
of mind by having
complete control of
your inventory. The idea of counting components and controlling your
inventory is more about keeping SMT lines running.
How has Nordson Assure continued to stay successful
and differentiate itself from its competition, especially
in today’s fast-paced industry?
The first thing people should know is we were the first to produce
this type of equipment for this application. We were originally optical
control, and we began developing this machine in 2011 in Germany.
As you know, we were acquired by Nordson in 2019 because we fit
perfectly into their product lineup but, more importantly, our focus on
quality and support fit theirs.
I believe we differentiate from others for several reasons but one
of our big advantages is the fact that we built this product within our
own EMS factory, for our own needs, where we had four SMT lines.
Maybe you are thinking “why that is important”? There are many
reasons:
1. We struggled with the same pain points all other EMS companies
struggle with, i.e., line stoppage because there were fewer
components on a reel than expected. As everyone knows, line
stoppage is very expensive, frustrating, and often unnecessary. In
fact, that is how this idea came about at optical control years
ago. An engineer was being questioned about a line down and
he said; “Well, if we had a better way to count components, maybe
this wouldn’t continue happening.” That was the beginning of
optical control, and in reality, the beginning of counting components
with x-ray.

actual production needs
gives us a huge advantage
for our R&D.
From this, we built
the most robust set of
algorithms in the
industry specifically for
this application. No other
company can
say that. If you think about
it, any component such as a resistor
01005 can come in various packages, different quantities as well as
cut strips, ESD bags, boxes, etc.You may not think those differences
can affect an X-ray image and the counting process, but they can
and who is going to purchase millions of dollars in reels for testing?
We didn’t have to because we have this inventory in our own
factory. I have zero doubt that has always been our biggest
advantage and sets us apart from others. Having these robust
sets of algorithms results in never requiring a library of models and
requiring NO programming. It’s truly a “Plug and Play” solution that
can be used within a few hours of arriving at a factory.
5. Being part of Nordson gives the added benefit of a larger team and
more support, which is comforting to our customers.

Why does component counting seem to be such a hot
topic right now?
I’d say it’s been very hot for a while as people are realizing it is a
critical part of the process, and it demands the same attention as the
entire production. They are searching for all ways to keep lines running.
When a line stops because you ran out of a component that is worth
about ½ a penny, it’s a bit frustrating. With the current component
shortage situation, it’s even more critical to manage your inventory.
Keep what you have safe and know what you have. When using an
x-ray counter such as the Assure, it allows you to count 100% of your
inventory, typically with one person. That is not possible with manual
counters unless you have several people doing this all day long across
multiple shifts. Also, with manual counters you have a lot more human
error, and now more than ever it is critical to manage inventory
properly.
We’ve seen your Assure FLEX systems at several
factories. Can you tell our readers a little about Assure
FLEX Automation? What benefits does this technology
provide users?
The Assure FLEX is very interesting. The “FLEX” name was decided
because of its flexibility, which I’m guessing would be obvious. We don’t
want to tell our potential customers, “This is what we can offer you for

2. We built this machine from the ground up as a component counter
and nothing else. We did not turn an existing machine into a
counter. We made a deliberate design from the beginning and the
only focus was “counting components”.
3. We had, and still have, a dedicated team that focuses 100% on
component counting. We don’t try to be an all-in-one solution as
we feel that distracts from what we are good at. We work with
other companies that do what they do best, while we continue to
do what we do best. A good example is component storage which
I’m sure will be a part of this conversation.
4. Most likely, our biggest advantage is we were both a CM and an
OEM, and that means having thousands of reels on hand. Having an
endless supply or reels that are used across multiple shifts for
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Nordson Dage
Todd O’Neil, Business
Development Manager

an inline solution. I hope you like it.” Instead, we designed a machine that
can be built around the customers’ requirements. The FLEX machine
can be purchased by itself and used by itself, or the customer can
attach it to various conveyors, loaders, robots, etc. They can also get a
complete solution from us including loaders and unloaders, automatic
label placement, and conveyors. In addition to handling devices, it can
be physically connected to storage towers and for the most part,
controlled by the tower.
The idea of the FLEX is not necessarily about cycle time. In fact,
it could be slower than a stand-alone machine depending on the
configuration, but not always. That is not a bad thing because the
idea for this machine is more about a hands-off approach. However,
no matter what, it will always be faster, more accurate, and safer
compared to manual counting. In today’s world, its more about hands-off
automation and inventory control vs. speed. Set it and walk away. This
results in fewer human errors, and less potential damage to components.
It’s not a pick and place machine where speed is always measured.
An example of one of our FLEX configurations is quite interesting.
We supplied our FLEX machine without any attachments. The
customer did the entire integration by themselves with our support.
At incoming, they use an incoming material station to match the part
numbers to a BOM and apply a new unique identifier for that reel.
The reel is placed on a conveyor and transferred to the first Assure
FLEX to verify the count matches the PO. From that point the reel
travels throughout the factory on a conveyor directly to a storage
tower with humidity control, and it stays there until it is needed for
a job. Once the reel is called on, it is automatically delivered via AGV
directly to the line. When production is completed, the reel is moved
via AGV to a second Assure FLEX directly connected to the storage
tower, counted again and returned to inventory. In this case, other than
at receiving, and putting the reel on the feeder directly in front of the
pick and place machine, there is no handling of the reel.
As you mentioned previously about storage, it seems
the topic of the day at many factories is automated
counting and storage. They are always included in the
same conversation. How do they complement each
other?
I think the example just mentioned is a very good example of how
they complement each other. But not all customers are ready for this
type of automation and that does not matter to us. Even our standalone Assures can communicate with any storage system. They do
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improving. I think COVID has slightly changed the way we do business
but that’s about it.

not have to be automated. We have several “s/w only” connections to
storage towers and rooms. We also connect to storage rack systems
which are different than towers but have many benefits as well. In fact,
many customers have both storage towers and storage racks. Each
have their own benefits.
The reel is counted on the Assure, and it immediately updates
any type of storage system. Whether they walk the reel over, push
it on a cart, or a conveyor, the communication is the same as a fully
automated system. The way the complement each other is simple. We
count the reel, and then it is kept safe in a storage system. By them
knowing the count, they can be confident when they put the reel on
a feeder, and we can be confident after we count it, it is kept safe, and
our count remains accurate and reliable. Working together like this is
how we keep SMT lines running.
Last week during an open house, one of our reps told me one of
his customers said to him “Stop searching for a reel that doesn’t exist”.
That is so true. So much time is wasted searching for reels and what’s
worse is when you find that reel and use it, you must wonder where
it’s been and how many components are “really” on it. That is how we
complement each other.
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Conversely, what challenges do you foresee for these
industries? Will Nordson Assure be ready to meet them?
Nordson will always be ready to meet any challenges. We have
a team focused on counting, and over-all inventory concepts. The
process of inventory control in the past was not always looked at with
the same urgency as the rest of production, but it all ties in together.
The challenge is to utilize all solutions to keep SMT lines running more
efficiently. We feel this starts with inventory management. If there is no
inventory, there is no SMT line. If the quantity is not reliable, it results
in a line that can be down far too often.
In years past, it was considered wasteful for a person to manually
count components all day and many factories still do not count at all.
We have led the market by simplifying that process and that solves the
first challenge. I think complete automation will continue to be in high
demand and the challenge in the next few years. For sure, Nordson is
ahead of the game. So, the short answer is “Yes, Nordson will be ready
to meet them”.
How has COVID-19 affected Assure products?
I don’t think the Assure has been affected directly. In fact, demand
has been very strong, sales have been great and the product keeps
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With that said, what are the most significant ways
that the pandemic has changed the way we do
business today?
I think my answer will be like many others in our industry: “lots of
online Web conferences”. I think we have all done more of them in the
past 20 months than we have done previously in our career. It’s been
good in some ways as we have realized we can accomplish a lot with
online meetings. However, I feel face-to-face meetings are still most
important and desired for most people but safety for ourselves, our
families, and our customers is the priority.
If we can’t do a face-to-face meeting, and an online conference is
not enough, a live video demonstration of our machines is great. The
customers do not need to leave their factory but can be part of an
actual demo via video conferencing. We’ve done several live demos and
let the customers direct the activity as if they were there. Many times,
a box of reels is sent ahead of time so we can use their reels during
the demo. This has always been available to our customers but because
of the pandemic, we have been doing a lot more and I’ve come to
believe this is a great way to show the machine.
What would you most like readers to know about
Nordson Assure?
We were first to market with this type of product, and we are
still the leaders. We have always had the same vision for this product
and our design was deliberate from the beginning. It didn’t start as
something else and then converted to a counter: it started 100% as a
counter, and our focus is still 100% counting.
We are ready to meet all customer needs and requests. Most
companies realize how important this is and don’t want to rely on
manual counting. They want a closed-loop system where we can
communicate with other inventory management systems such as
storage and an ERP. They want automation. The bottom line is they
want to know their inventory and have the confidence their lines will
not stop because of a missing component. And I must also say they
want a machine that is intelligent, simple, fast, and trustworthy that
anyone can use. It should not require an engineer to
count components.
That is what we provide with the Assure.
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Why another industry magazine?

Offering a magazine that’s targeted at the entire industry
will add huge benefits for advertisers too. To maximise
budgets, companies need to appeal to both designers
and purchasers, without the additional cost of having to
advertise across multiple publications. The pandemic has
forced companies to drastically reduce their marketing
spend, thus reducing their reach, but featuring in Global
Industry Focus means there is no need to compromise,
inclusion in Global Industry Focus allows enhanced
visibility and access to the whole electronics industry,
including multiple sectors and multiple job functions, all in
one magazine at one cost.
Global Industry Focus will feature guest editors, regular
updates, plus key content and opinion pieces from industry
sector specialists.

A Digital Magazine
Global Industry Focus (GIF) is 100% digital, why did we
choose a digital publication instead of print?
Digital issues offer:• Larger circulations
• Reduced advertising costs over printed issues
• Direct delivery to readers in-boxes
• Traceability offering peace of mind to advertisers
• Digital offers more innovative ways for companies
		 to market themselves such as embedded videos.
• Digital delivery of information is now the preferred
		 choice for reading the industries latest news.
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“After years of seeing so many
magazines target either a specific
industry sector or job function, we
believe it is high time for something
different - a magazine that targets the
whole industry.”
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